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Ambiguity in cooperative signaling
Abstract: In game-theoretic signaling models evolution tends to favor perfectly precise
signaling systems but in the natural world communication is almost always imprecise. I
argue that standard explanations for this discrepancy are only partially sufficient, and show
that communication is often ambiguous because signal senders take advantage of contextsensitivity. As evidence I make two additions to the signaling model: a cost for more complex
signaling strategies, and the ability to combine information in signals with independent
information. Analysis and simulation of the altered model shows that it leads to the predicted
outcome of evolution favoring ambiguous signaling.
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Ambiguity in cooperative signaling
1. Introduction
Biological signaling is a messy affair. Rarely do signals correspond one-to-one with
the states they represent or effects they cause. Nature more often than not employs a single
signal for multiple jobs. This is true of cellular signals like hormones, nearly all of which
perform multiple functions. The human peptide hormone cholecystokinin, for example,
produces either satiety, anxiety or both, depending on contextual factors (Greenough et al.
1998). It's true of animal vocalizations, such as meerkat alarm calls, which are reactions to a
varied class of stimuli including “predators, large non-predatory animals, falling trees, and
social disturbances within the group” (Seyfarth and Cheney 2003). And it's especially true of
natural language. Content words are usually polysemous and/or semantically ambiguous, and
frequent words like 'run' and 'feel' are especially flexible in their meanings.
The frequency of these one-to-many mappings between biological signals and their
meanings can be puzzling, given the fact that at first glance they seem to be suboptimal
compared to one-to-one signaling systems. It certainly seems as if it would better serve the
meerkats' interests if they had separate signals for different types of threats, or that it would
be better for us homo sapiens if a hormone released to stop us from eating too much did not
sometimes cause incidental unwarranted anxiety. Yet although one-to-many signals are less
informative and more error-prone than their one-to-one counterparts in the abstract, I will
show how under the right conditions—conditions under which most biological signaling
occurs—they are not necessarily suboptimal and may even be favored by natural selection.
I do so within the signaling games framework introduced by Lewis in Convention
(1969). Lewis uses game theory to explain how an arbitrary signal can obtain meaning
through the need for conventions of coordination. Others have fruitfully developed Lewis'
ideas in evolutionary models of natural signaling systems. Lewis and his successors,
however, generally share an assumption that an optimal signaling system provides a one-toone mapping from signals to states1. For example, Lewis remarks of a system of
communication where a single signal represents multiple states, “It is not a signaling system”
(1969, 134). Likewise, Skyrms considers an evolutionary dynamic which leads to a smaller
set of signals being used to signify a larger set of states “bad news” (2010, 68). Optimal
signaling systems on this account must have a one-to-one correspondence between signals
and the states of the world they represent. They resemble the theoretical logically perfect
language of Frege and Russell, more than they resemble any natural signaling system,
including human language.
The Lewisian model thus seems to fail to account for the ubiquity of imprecise (oneto-many) signals, especially since other theories often assign value to imprecision. For
instance, Sowa (drawing on Pierce) argues that since natural languages have finite
1 What counts as a distinct state depends on the interests of the signal-users (see section 3).
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vocabulary, infinite extensibility, and limited utterance length, “vagueness and ambiguity are
not defects in language, but essential properties that enable it to express anything and
everything that people need to say” (2007, 17). And van Benthem (2000) hypothesizes that
the need to balance expressive power and resource complexity explains the imprecision of
language, but wonders how to give this intuition formal, game-theoretic support. In what
follows, I outline some plausible, conservative adjustments to Lewisian signaling games
which produce behavior in which ambiguous (one-to-many) signals are features, not bugs.
Specifically, I show that in a model in which signal-users are context-sensitive, and precision
bears a slight cost, ambiguous signaling systems can be advantageous. In doing so, I aim to
give formal support to the plausible idea that imprecision can be economical, and help enable
communication. In the process, by showing how we can make Lewisian signaling models
more closely resemble real world communication, we increase the credibility of Lewis'
account of the origins of communication.
2. Signaling Games
Signaling games originated in Lewis (1969). In their basic form, signaling games are played
by a sender and a receiver. The sender has privileged information about a state of the world;
call this the senders type t  T where T is the set of possible types {t1 … tn}. The sender plays
first, selecting one signal s  S, where S is the set of possible signals {s1 … sn}. The receiver
notes the signal and then chooses a response r  R, where R is the set of possible responses
{r1 … rn}. Sender and receiver share a payoff function, which is defined by T  R → ℝ,
meaning that each type-response pair is assigned a numerical utility to capture the agents'
preferences. In Lewis' original exposition the payoff function is restricted to T  R → {0, 1},
since the response is either correct given the type or not. Additionally, he stipulates that there
is only one correct response to each type, so the payoff matrix is a permutation matrix of
dimensions n  n. A sender's strategy in this game consists of a one-to-one function from T to
S, and a receiver's strategy consists of a one-to-one function from S to R2. Lewis defines a
signaling system as a pair of strategies such that every play of the game yields a payoff of 1.
That is, in a signaling system the receiver's response to the signal is always the correct
response to the type which elicited that signal. This can only occur when signals perfectly
represent types, and signaling systems are Nash equilibria3 (NE) of a coordination problem.
To illustrate, consider the following game: T = {hot, cold}, S = {'warm', 'chilly'}, and
R = {jacket, shorts}. Figure 1 gives the payoff matrix. Ignoring those strategies where agents
2 This ensures that strategies must be pure strategies: they involve no non-degenerate
probabilistic behavior.
3 An NE is a game state where no player would benefit from unilaterally changing
strategies.
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simply ignore the signal, the sender has two possible pure strategies:{<hot, 'warm'>, <cold,
'chilly'>}4 and{<hot, 'chilly'>, <cold, 'warm'>}. Likewise the receiver has two possible
strategies: {<'warm', shorts >, <'chilly', jacket>} and {<'warm', jacket>, <'chilly', shorts>}.
Of the four possible pairings of sender's and receiver's
strategies, two correctly match the receiver's response to the
type. These two pairings are the signaling systems, and since
neither party can benefit by unilaterally switching strategies if
the players are already receiving the payoff, the two signaling
systems are Nash equilibria. Note that the assignment of signals
to types is purely arbitrary. Neither signaling system is superior,
so whether 'warm' means hot or cold depends only on which
equilibrium state the players reach first. 'Warm' and 'chilly' were
meaningless signs prior to the game, but because of the sender
and receiver's interest in coordinating, they gain meaning
through cooperative use.
While Lewis deals only with games of pure coordination where sender and receiver
share a payoff function, economists have explored the development of signals in situations of
partial conflict. In an influential paper, Crawford and Sobel (1982) analyze a signaling game
where T, S, and R are continuous rather than discreet sets and the sender and receiver have
independent payoff functions. Among their results is the conclusion that perfect signaling
typically does not take place in situations with divergent interests. Kreps and Sobel
(1994) explore games with a larger repertoire of actions, and show that agents can design
mechanisms to elicit more informative and honest signals. These developments of signaling
games, however, assume that agents are cognitively sophisticated and have existing media of
communication. Given our interest in the Lewisian project of explaining the origins of
conventional meaning, we cannot make those assumptions.
More relevant are developments of the model from an evolutionary perspective.
Evolutionary game theory (Maynard Smith 1973), makes no assumption that players are
cognitively sophisticated, only that they use a heritable strategy. Practitioners of more
successful strategies reproduce at a higher rate, and the long-term behavior of a population of
mixed strategies can be explored using either simulations or analysis. An early analysis of
signaling games using evolutionary game-theory found that the only Evolutionarily Stable
Strategies5 (ESS) of perfectly cooperative signaling games were Lewis' signaling systems
(Wärneryd 1993). Wärneryd's analysis suggests that a cooperative population should be able
to develop signaling systems out of a world with no communication, a promising extension
4 Send the signal 'warm' when it's hot and 'chilly' when it's cold.
5 A strategy is an ESS if, when the entire population is playing an ESS, no other strategy
can invade. An ESS must therefore be an NE, but not all NE are ESS.
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of Lewis' argument to populations of sub-rational agents. Subsequent innovations have
generalized this result to a variety of evolutionary signaling games and populations of
learners (Huttegger 2007; Huttegger and Zollman 2011; Skyrms 2010). Since we find
signaling systems throughout the living world, even in organisms as simple as bacteria,
evolutionary signaling games provide a useful means to explore the origins of the common
phenomenon of communication.
3. Imprecision
Evolutionary signaling games have been successful in modeling the development of
signaling systems, but the explanatory goal is the evolution of natural communication, not
Lewis' perfect one-to-one systems. A signaling system as Lewis defines it has no imprecision,
but in actuality signals successfully transmit information even given some departures from
the ideal. A sender's strategy, for example, could involve
using more than one signal to signify a particular type on
separate occasions. In this situation of synonymy the
signaling system still carries full information. But
information is lost in the inverse case, when a sender's
strategy assigns a single signal to multiple types. In pooling
the sender sends the same signal for every type and nothing
is
communicated. But we are interested in the intermediate
case, where individual signals signify a restricted set of
types. This situation, partial pooling, corresponds to the
phenomenon of communicative ambiguity. Figure 2 depicts
each of the three types of imprecise sender's strategies, with
'T' standing for types and 'S' for signals.
I have claimed that sender's strategies without a oneto-one type to signal function are imprecise, but without a
principled method for counting and differentiating types
this is an empty claim. As Lewis correctly observed (1969,
135), we can reclassify the set of types to transform any
perfect signaling system into an imperfect one, or vice
versa. Consider the ambiguous strategy depicted in Figure
2,
which is imprecise because S2 signifies T2 and T3. We
could re-describe the game by introducing a new type, T2*
=
(T2 or T3), in which case the sender's strategy is a perfectly
precise one-to-one function: {<T1, S1>, <T2*, S2>}.
Whether or not a signaling system is imprecise depends on
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the granularity of our model description. As long as we can arbitrarily reclassify types,
imprecision is a property of the model only and not its target system.
In response we need a justified constraint on type classification. Given that we
explain signal-use in terms of their benefit to signal-users, the correct constraint is that
relevant properties affect the sender's and receiver's payoffs6. To put it another way, a
property is sufficient to delimit a distinct type if the best response of the receiver depends on
the presence of that property. Grouping states of the world according to receiver's best
response gives us a principled method for classifying types, so we can discuss imperfect
signaling systems without our models being vulnerable to redescription that eliminates
imprecision.
Additionally, it bounds the set of communicative phenomena we are interested in.
Linguists often restrict the term 'ambiguity' to surface forms which have multiple underlying
syntactic or semantic structures (Zwicky and Sadock 1975). If the underlying structure itself
can represent a range of states of affairs, this is not 'ambiguity' in their sense but
indeterminacy. This conception of ambiguity should not be confused with the current
phenomenon of interest. Signaling games encompass a broad range of biological
communication, most of which is performed without complex underlying psycholinguistic
structures. So the line I have drawn between ambiguous and unambiguous signaling systems
necessarily departs from the usage of 'ambiguity' in linguistics, and includes most cases of
what linguists call ambiguity as well as some cases of indeterminacy. We are kept from
having to accept all cases of indeterminacy as ambiguous by the conclusion that only
indeterminacy which has action-guiding consequences counts as ambiguity. In these terms,
our central question is: why do real-world signalers not send a unique signal for each best
response? The next section presents some proposed answers to this question, and explains
why they are insufficient.
4. A Few Attempts to Explain Ambiguity
'Ambiguity' here means partial pooling: a pairing of sender and receiver's strategies in
which at least one signal signifies more than one type7. Ambiguous strategy pairings are by
Lewis' definition not signaling systems. Furthermore, unambiguous signaling is favored in
basic rational signaling games (Lewis 1969), basic evolutionary games simulated under both
the replicator dynamics (Skyrms 2010) and the Moran process (Huttegger and Zollman
2011), on grid structures (Zollman 2005), and from multiple varieties of reinforcement
6 We must resist the temptation to think that types should match on to some sort of natural
or metaphysical kind. For a useful discussion of why the way signals partition the world
comes apart from metaphysics, see (Barrett 2007).
7 Specifically, an ambiguous signal signals more than one type disjunctively. A signal which
represents more than one type conjuctively (i.e. 'A and B') is unambiguous.
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learning (Skyrms 2009; Huttegger and Zollman 2011). If the evolution of signaling systems
really works in accord with these models, then evolution often discourages ambiguity. So
why is ambiguity so ubiquitous? And what about our intuition that ambiguity can be useful?
One response denies that ambiguity is useful, and explains the emergence of
ambiguity as the failure of a system to reach perfect signaling for incidental reasons. For
example, if a game is stipulated to have fewer signals than types, senders are forced to be
ambiguous8 (Skyrms 2010, 15). Donaldson, Lachmann, and Bergstrom (2007) claim that this
explains the prevalence of partial pooling in animal communication. But although restricted
lexicon size might contribute to ambiguity, it doesn't seem to fully explain it. Consider the
signaling behavior of putty-nosed monkeys. Arnold and Zuberbühler (2006, 651) report that
male putty-nosed monkeys use a series of 'hack' calls to alert others to the presence of eagles,
but also use the same call “when baboons were fighting close by, when trees fell near the
monkeys, when branches broke as they landed on them, in response to a rape alarm and when
a duck flew close by.” Males of the same species have a second 'pyow' call which sees a
similar range of use, as well as calls made up of a mixed sequence of 'hack' and 'pyow'
(Arnold and Zuberbühler 2008). If this ambiguity is due solely to the restricted lexicon size,
then we need an explanation for why the lexicon contains only these signals.
Given that monkeys are reasonably intelligent, with some species capable of learning
dozens of commands, it is unlikely that the putty-nosed monkeys are limited to three signals
by their cognitive capacity. They may not be smart enough to learn a human-sized
vocabulary, but certainly they could have had a slightly larger lexicon of five or six signals.
Nor is it plausible that physiological constraints on production limit the putty-nosed monkeys
to only two sound sequences. Indeed, Arnold and Zuberbühler (2006) report that the
monkeys can also emit 'booms' and 'chirps,' but that these are rarely used by mature males,
and were not produced in response to any experimental stimuli. The monkeys' reliance on
predominantly two signals is therefore unlikely to result from psychological or physiological
constraints. When it comes to homo sapiens it is even more clear that ambiguity can't be
explained wholly by a limited repository of signals. Human speakers are generally more
ambiguous than we are required to be by the constraint of our lexicon size. Human
miscommunication, although frequent, can usually be avoided by conveying additional
information or using less ambiguous language. We can't fully explain ambiguity merely by
saying there aren't enough signals to go around.
Various variants of the basic Lewis game do lead to ambiguous signaling. If the
distribution of types is uneven, the receiver might do well enough by always using the best
response for the most common types and thus never learn to pay attention to signals. For this
reason in games with more than two signals and states, uneven type distribution can lead to
8 If DO NOTHING is an available action senders can also just ignore some states and signal the
rest perfectly.
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partial pooling (Huttegger 2007). This will explain some cases of pooling or partial pooling,
but it doesn't explain cases where the distribution of types is fairly even, nor does it explain
why, even in cases of uneven distribution, ambiguity is not just a possibility but nearly an
inevitability.
Similarly, signaling games with more than 2 types, signals, and responses sometimes
lead to ambiguous signaling systems under some dynamics (Barrett 2006). Pawlowitsch
(2008) discovered that this occurs because partial pooling can be a neutrally stable strategy
(NSS). Whereas ESS are asymptotically stable9 under simple replicator dynamics, NSS are
only Lyapunov stable10. But Lyapunov stability is enough to guarantee that the population
can be trapped in a state of partial pooling, despite its suboptimality. The occasional
evolution of ambiguity, according to this explanation, is just a mathematical inevitability.
Some ambiguity might be explained by the fact that evolution sometimes leads to
suboptimal outcomes, but we should not overestimate how much of the prevalence of
ambiguity this explains. We are motivated by a suspicion that ambiguity makes a positive
contribution to communication, so an explanation which writes off ambiguous signaling
systems as suboptimal is unsatisfying. Moreover, Pawlowitsch shows that NSS are not
stochastically stable, meaning that small perturbations can cause the population to jump out
of a partial pooling trap. In biological evolution, mutation provides just such a source of
perturbation, and it turns out that under dynamics with perturbations representing mutation
perfect signaling is favored more strongly (Skyrms 2010; Huttegger 2007; Huttegger and
Zollman 2011). For learning dynamics, forgetting plays a similar role in helping the agents
escape partial pooling strategies (Barrett and Zollman 2009). Having a larger set of potential
signals can also increase the probability that a system converges to perfect signaling (Barrett
2006). In short, once we include realistic perturbations in signaling models we can't so easily
chalk up ambiguity to simple mathematical bad luck.
In one variant of signaling games, however, ambiguity does inevitably emerge and
play an important role in enabling communication. Up to this point we have discussed
signaling games as games of pure common interest. But much of communication in the living
world occurs in situations of partial conflict, and partial conflict gives communicators reason
to be only partially informative. Consider the case (Aragones and Neeman 2000) of a
political candidate speaking to voters about her political platform. Assume she has the option
of either (1) specifying precisely what she would do once in office, or (2) characterizing her
position in broad, ambiguous terms that merely situate her within a certain range on the
political spectrum. She should almost certainly choose (2), since it allows her to appeal to a
9 Nearby states in the state space will converge towards the state where the entire
population plays the ESS.
10 If the state is near enough to the state where the entire population plays the NSS, it will
stay near that state forever. This is a weaker type of stability than asymptotic stability.
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broader range of voters, while simultaneously avoiding the costly commitments that action
(1) would tie her to. Although the voters would benefit from precision, the politician benefits
from only communicating partial information. The mismatch of interests between sender
(politician) and receiver (voters) gives the sender reason to use ambiguous signals. Crawford
and Sobel (1982) prove this in the general case, demonstrating that the level of pooling in
signaling games increases as the degree of common interest diminishes. In zero sum games
in which agents share no common interest, only total pooling or babbling11 equilibria emerge.
In pure coordination games where agents have interests entirely in common, perfect signaling
systems are the only strict Nash equilibria. In the intermediate case—partial conflict—perfect
signaling isn't stable, so if any communication is to occur at all it must be ambiguous.
Partial conflict is thus able to explain much of the ambiguity in the real world, but I
don't think it accounts for all of it. After all, almost all real-world signals are ambiguous, but
much communication occurs in situations where conflict is minimal. If I ask you to 'Get me
the book on the table' when there is more than one book on the table, it isn't because I have
any interest in deceiving you as to which book I want. And if I report that 'John chased Bill
until he ran out of breath,' leaving the anaphor for 'he' ambiguous, it's unlikely that I profit
from your uncertainty about whether it was John or Bill who tired first. So while partial
conflict is an effective explanation for some ambiguity, it fails to explain a large number of
ambiguous utterances.
To recap: although ambiguity is everywhere in human and animal communication,
models based on Lewis signaling games predict the frequent emergence of one-to-one
mappings from signals to types. While partial pooling does sometimes occur in
evolutionarily models, evolutionary signaling games generally favor less ambiguous
signaling systems, especially when the models include stochastic elements such as mutation.
Limitations on the set of available signals and situations of partial conflict do produce
ambiguity12 in signaling games, but these explain only a subset of cases of ambiguity,
especially when it comes to communication among highly intelligent and cooperative
organisms. Furthermore, many theorists have argued that ambiguity serves a communicative
function in arbitrating a tradeoff between expressive range and precision. Lewis signaling
games thus fail to capture both the prevalence of ambiguity and its utility. Let's see if we can
11 In total pooling the sender sends the same signal regardless of type. In babbling equilibria
the sender sends a random signal regardless of type. Signals carry no information either
way.
12 Signaling games where the distribution of types is uneven can also result in ambiguity. For
example, if in a 2x2 game one type occurs much more frequently than the other, the
receiver can do well enough by always using the best response for that type. It thus never
learns to pay attention to signals. This fact, however, is a better explanation for total
pooling in these cases rather than partial pooling in general.
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solve that problem.
5. Cost, Context and Ambiguity
To make signaling games able to accommodate ambiguity in cooperative contexts we
need to alter the model. The adjustments I'm going to make are motivated by two facts about
the model's target system. First, in determining a response, receivers generally have more
information about the state of the world than merely what is contained in the signal. Although
the sender has some privileged information, receivers still have perceptual data and prior
expectations that may bear on the probability of types. The receiver's additional information
may allow the sender to get away with ambiguity. Adding receiver's information to the model
should not be controversial13, because context nearly always affects interpretation of both
human and animal communication. Considering, for example, the wide range of
circumstances—eagle, baboons, rape—under which the putty-nosed monkeys emit 'pyow,'
they must be using contextual information to determine the correct response. Including
receiver's information merely accommodates this type of context-sensitivity.
Second, signals and strategies vary in cost. In the basic Lewis signaling game utilities
are a function of types and responses alone, but it could be that either the particular signal
used affects utility or that strategies themselves have varying costs14. If in some situations
ambiguity is effective enough to allow successful coordination but less costly than precision,
cost would explain both why ambiguity exists and why it is useful. A skeptical reader might
insist that the variance in signal cost would be trivial, and that precision would not always be
more costly than ambiguity anyhow. I grant that the variance in utterance cost would be
minimal, but when all else is equal even minimal differences matter. In the model I will
outline, cost differences will be minimal but still have an effect.
I can also grant that ambiguity will not always be less costly than precision, but I
think that more often than not it is. To support this claim I appeal to both common sense and
various findings in psycholinguistics. In signaling, the cost of a signal boils down to the
players' preferences and the physiological and cognitive load incurred in producing or
interpreting the signal. For human language, at least, it seems plausible that more marked,
complicated utterances are less preferred and require greater cognitive time and effort15.
Research in psycholinguistics has confirmed that production is more difficult as sentences are
more complex (Ferreira 1991), and that stuttering is more frequent at the beginning of longer
13 Nor am I the first to do so. Although their aims are distinct from mine, Zollman (2011)
and Franke (2012) both discuss signaling models in which the receiver has private
information.
14 I take this idea from Rubinstein (1998).
15 In fact, this is a commonly accepted assumption in the game-theoretic literature on human
communication. See for example (Parikh 2000; Jäger 2013).
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and more complex sentences due to the difficulty of motor planning (Tornick and Bloodstein
1976; Jayaram 1984). Since longer, more complex utterances tend to be more precise, these
facts suggest that there is a greater cognitive and physiological cost to precision.
Additionally, children acquiring a first language tend to learn and produce
semantically general terms more readily than more specific words (Theakston et al. 2004). It
is debated whether this preference for general terms is due to cognitive factors or merely an
effect of exposure frequency. If it is due to cognitive factors, then ambiguous terms would be
less cognitively costly. Alternatively, if this effect is due to a higher frequency of exposure,
this would suggest a general preference for using more ambiguous words—which also
supports my claim that ambiguity is less costly. As for adult senders' preferences, Herbert
Clark and collaborators (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark 1992) have
repeatedly documented a preference among speakers to employ the minimal level of
precision required to establish reference, and have proposed a “principle of least common
effort” to capture this preference. Similarly, studies using visual world eye-tracking have
demonstrated that in establishing reference, speakers prefer to use ambiguous terminology as
long as pragmatic factors will allow the hearer to successfully disambiguate (BrownSchmidt, Campana, and Tanenhaus 2002). Finally, in a signaling game experiment with
human subjects Agranov and Schotter (Agranov and Schotter 2010) found that sender's
strategies involving too large a lexicon tended to confuse participants and decrease the
efficiency of communication, suggesting that precise strategy profiles can be costly as well.
I could go on, but hopefully these few examples will convince the skeptic that I have
empirical support in assigning a cost to precision. The preference for ambiguity in these
examples, I should note, appears to be non-monotonic. While more ambiguous utterances
tend to be preferred over the most precise options, communicators do not always prefer the
most ambiguous option, such as a short grunt. It is telling, however, that we are perfectly
happy to communicate even with a short grunt if that grunt can get the job done. This
suggests a possible preference for ambiguity going all the way down, but one which is
overridden by the need for effective communication. The analysis to follow explores this
balance between the cost of precision and the benefit of clear communication.
We have established motivation for adjusting the signaling game model in two ways:
adding contextual information, and assigning a cost to signals. For simplicity's sake, we will
treat more precise sender's strategies as costlier.. The modified game looks as follows:
A set of types T = {1,2,3,4}
A set of signals S = {a,b,c,d}
A set of receiver's information Σ = {A, B}
A set of responses R = {I, II, III, IV}
Sender's strategies f(T) → S
We restrict the space of sender's strategies to the following:
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standard strategies which are one-to-one from T to S.
ambiguous strategies which map two elements of T each to two elements of S,
and leave two elements of S unused.
For present purposes we ignore other possible strategies because we are
specifically interested in the success of ambiguous and standard strategies when
competing against each other.
Receiver's strategies f(S, Σ) → R
Agents consisting of a strategy pair: a sender's strategy paired with a receiver's strategy
A payoff function taking as inputs the type, the response, and the kind of sender's strategy
Specifically, if a player's sender's strategy is ambiguous, its payoff is 1 if the Arabic
value of the type is equivalent to the Roman value of the response, and 0 otherwise. For
example, if the type is 4, response IV receives a payoff of 1, and all other responses receive a
payoff of 0.
If the player's sender's strategy is standard, the payoff is 1-ϵ if the values are
equivalent, and 0 otherwise. Note that the cost of precision in this game is arbitrarily small.
The game is played as follows:
1. Nature moves first and randomly assigns one player to be sender and one
player to be receiver. This symmetrizes the game.
2. Nature randomly chooses a type and reveals it to the sender.
3. If the type is in {1,2}, Nature reveals A to the receiver, if the type is in {3,4} it
reveals B. (If the receiver's strategy is sensitive to this information, it will
partition T, and thus Nature's signal from Σ represents the receiver's
background and contextual knowledge.)
4. The sender sends a signal according to its strategy.
5. The receiver chooses a response according to its strategy.
6. Payoffs are awarded and the game ends.
By introducing a cost to standard strategies, it may seem that I have merely presented
a restriction on lexicon size in another guise. But the cost I have attached to strategies which
use four signals rather than two is not a hard cap: unambiguous strategies are still available.
Additionally, the size of the cost (ϵ) is outweighed by the benefit from successful
coordination (1), so it is far from a trivial result that the cost will matter. Hard caps on
lexicon size, by contrast, trivially ensure that ambiguity will result by not providing enough
signals to enable precision.
It may also appear that I have introduced a slight amount of conflict into the model by
allowing the sender and the receiver to receive a payoff that differs by ϵ. But true conflict
involves not only a difference in payoff function but also a difference in preference ordering.
In my modified signaling game players prefer the same outcomes in all cases regardless of
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their strategy profile, so it is still a non-conflictual coordination game. With these concerns
addressed, we can turn to analyzing the game.
What we discover is that any population of standard signalers can eventually be
invaded by ambiguous signalers, but populations of ambiguous signalers can only be invaded
by other ambiguous strategies.
A full proof is found in the appendix, but I give a summary here. Intuitively it might
seem obvious that the evolutionary endpoint of this game would be ambiguous signaling,
since it has a lower cost, but one of the insights of game theory is that a result need not be
optimal to be an equilibrium. For example, in the simple coordination game defined by the
payoff matrix in Table 1, both {A,A} and {B,B} are strict Nash equilibria, even though the
payoff for {A,A} is less by half. This is because neither player would benefit from deviating
from a scenario where each is already choosing A.
A
B
A

1

0

B

0

2

Table 1: Simple coordination game
We need to show that a similar situation does not hold in the modified signaling game. In
other words, we need to show that in a situation where the entire population is using standard
signaling, one player could benefit from switching strategies.
Consider a finite16 population of signal-users under a dynamic fitting the following
criteria: (1) individuals reproduce in proportion to their relative fitness, which is determined
on the basis of their payoffs from playing the signaling game, and (2) individuals have some
probability to switch to a random strategy each generation. This strategy switching simulates
mutation, the (re)introduction of strategies into the population. It also allows for drift, the
redistribution of strategy frequencies independent of fitness.
Imagine that the entire population is using an identical standard signaling strategy,
one which always accurately transmits information to itself. Consider, for example, the
strategy whose signal for type 1 is “a” and whose response to “a” is I, with similar
arrangements for types 2-4. Each member of this population will receive the respectable
payoff of 1-ϵ, which is better than almost any other strategy would expect if it joined this
population. In most cases, an ambiguous signaler who tried to join the population would die
off because it couldn't communicate—even if it understood the population's signals, the
standard signalers would probably not be able to understand its own, so it would receive a
low expected payoff.
16 This can be generalized to the infinite case, in which mutation would mean a small proportion of the
population adopts a random strategy.
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The strategies that signalers use for receiving in this game, however, have to include
eight contingency plans: one for each pairing of a sender's signal and nature's signal. Only
four of these contingencies matter to a uniform population like the one we've imagined: in
our example, the signal pairings of <a, A>, <b, A>, <c, B>, <d,B>. Other possible pairings
like <a, B> will never come up. This means that a few other standard strategies are able to
join the previously uniform population, and these strategies would differ only in how they
would respond to the unused pairings.
Thus the population would not remain uniform, but drift randomly among the
standard strategies which could all communicate with each other. Some configurations of the
four unused contingency plans, however, would allow a strategy to successfully interpret a
particular ambiguous signaler. For instance, if an ambiguous signaler signaled “a” for both 1
and 3, and a member of our example population had a previously unused contingency plan to
respond to <a, B> with response III, it would understand the ambiguous signaler. The right
ambiguous signaler could then join the population and both understand and be understood.
Furthermore, it would receive a payoff of 1, higher than its standard conspecifics. It would
then drive out the standard signalers. So an ambiguous signaler could invade a population of
standard signalers (but not vice versa). In other words, in this modified signaling game,
'languages' with maximally precise signals are vulnerable to invasion by ambiguous
signalers. This analysis demonstrates that in a 4 type, 4 response signaling game with
contextual information and a cost to precision, natural selection favors ambiguous signaling
strategies over perfect signaling.
Although this suggests that there are pathways for a population to change from
standard to ambiguous signaling but not vice versa, that fact alone does not guarantee that
ambiguous signaling is the only (or even a primary) evolutionary endpoint (Huttegger and
Zollman 2013). The actual evolutionary behavior of a population will depend on the
particulars of the dynamics, and one way to explore the dynamic properties of the game is by
using individual-based modeling.
The purpose of my first simulation was to see how rapidly a small number of
ambiguous signalers could invade a population of standard signalers given plausible
parameters. In the initial condition, the population consists of 999 equivalent standard
signalers and one ambiguous signaler with the same receiver's strategy. Fitness is set to the
payoff of the game, and is implemented as the probability of reproduction; i.e. if an
individual plays and receives a payoff of 1, that individual reproduces with 100% probability.
The dynamics are a birth-death process (Nowak 2006): each individual plays against a
random member of the population each generation to determine whether it reproduces, and if
it does it creates a clone of itself which replaces a random member of the population. With ϵ
set at .03, I ran 5000 simulations of this dynamic for 750 generations. In all but six
simulations ambiguous signalers had completely driven out the original population of
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standard signalers. In the remaining six, standard signalers comprised less than 10% of the
population. The rate at which ambiguous signalers replace standard signalers would increase
at higher values for ϵ and decrease at lower values, and time to total invasion depends on
population size. Nevertheless, this simulation makes it clear that given the right conditions
ambiguous signaling could replace standard signaling in a relatively small number of
generations.
I designed a second set of simulations
to highlight the mechanisms leading to the
adoption of ambiguous strategies. For one
simulation I initialized a population of 300
individuals each of which selects a strategy
randomly from among the possible strategies.
The dynamics of the game are a discrete
counterpart to the replicator dynamics
(Taylor and Jonker 1978): at each time step
the new proportion of the population playing
a strategy S is set to the old proportion
playing that strategy multiplied by the ratio
of the fitness of that strategy to the average
fitness. As in the previous simulation, ϵ is set
to .03. No mutation occurs.
Without mutation, the population
tends to adopt whichever is the most
prevalent behavior, with slight advantage to
ambiguous signaling. Over 500 trials of 100
generations each, the proportion of signalers
using an ambiguous strategy was, on
average, .51, with most trials ending up with
the population entirely at one extreme as
shown in Figure 3. This suggests that the
evolution of ambiguity is not merely a trivial
effect of adding a cost to standard signaling
strategies. A population will tend to move
towards uniformly using the most popular
signaling strategy regardless of a slight
inefficiency.
Compare that result with a second
simulation. Population size and number of
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generations are the same, but reproduction includes a mutation probability of .01. Mutations
are point adjustments to the offspring's strategy—a change from response III to response II at
one point of the receiver's strategy, for example. 500 trials of 100 generations each produced
the distribution in Figure 4. With mutation ambiguous signaling is favored much more
strongly. It also takes the population longer to reach local attractors, so intermediate
proportions persist in higher numbers. Running the simulation for more generations produces
fewer populations in an intermediate state, and a greater probability that a nearly
homogenous population will practice ambiguous signaling. These results suggest two things.
First, comparison with the non-mutation simulation suggests that populations which would
have reached a state of standard signaling without mutation are pushed by mutation into
ambiguous signaling (as we would expect from the analytical proof). Second, in a dynamic
with fairly realistic parameters a small population with no initial coordination can move to
consist of mostly ambiguous signalers in relatively few generations.
6. Conclusion
I have shown that two simple, plausible adjustments to the basic Lewisian signaling
game are sufficient to enable ambiguity to evolve. In systems where more complex signaling
strategies are more costly and where receivers receive some incomplete information from the
context, partial pooling is generally favored over perfect precision.
With regards to our understanding of communication in general, the model I have
explored adds support to the theory that ambiguity serves a useful communicative function
even in cooperative contexts. Ambiguity allows senders to offload some of the work of
information transfer to the context, allowing for successful coordination with less effort. In
other words, ambiguity can contribute to the efficiency of communication. By implication,
we should consider treating ambiguity as part of the explanatory goal of modeling
communication.
Some ideas for how to further pursue this: In this paper I have focused on the
relationship between ambiguity and the concerns of the signaler, so one direction for future
work is to explore the receiver's contextual information. Assigning a cost to accessing
contextual information17 and varying its informativeness18 are both promising directions for
further modeling variations. In this work I have left the model general in scope, but it could
be refined to fit more closely with specific target systems. I hope that by laying this ground,
that in the future instead of viewing models that predict ambiguity as “bad news” or an
unhappy outcome, we can align our modeling more closely with real-world phenomena and
theoretical intuition by aiming to create models where ambiguity is a feature, not a bug.
17 Suggested by Ryan Muldoon
18 Suggested by an anonymous reviewer
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Appendix—Proof
Theorem: If individuals reproduce in proportion to their relative fitness, which is determined
on the basis of their payoffs from playing the modified signaling game, and individuals have
some probability to switch to a random strategy each generation, then all populations can
either (a) be invaded by ambiguous signaling strategies, or (b) can evolve to population
compositions which can in turn be invaded by ambiguous signaling strategies. This is not
true for non-signaling and standard signaling strategies.
Proof:
Define a signaling strategy as a strategy which, in any given play of the game against
itself, is guaranteed a strictly positive payoff. All strategies are classified as standard or
ambiguous according to the sender's strategy they employ.
The function u(x, y) gives the expected payoff (EV) for strategy x when playing a game
against strategy y.
Strategies will be represented as tables, with the upper table representing a player's sender's
strategy, and the lower table representing its receiver's strategy. Asterisks are wildcards, so
the following is the class of all possible strategies (with the proviso that the sender's strategy
must be admissible):
[name] 1 2 3 4
f(T)

f(S, A)

*

*

*

*

a

b

c

d

*

*

*

*

f(S, B) * * * *
Lemma 1: No strategy is an ESS.
Proof:
Because this is a symmetrized version of a game with information asymmetry, only pure
strategies can be ESS (Selten 1980). For any pure strategy at most four of the eight cells in
the receiver's strategy table determine the strategy's payoff against itself. The four cells can
be populated with any member of R.
ss1
1 2 3 4
f(T)

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d
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f(S, A)

I

II III IV

f(S, B) I II III IV
For example, u(ss1, ss1) = 1-ϵ (ss1 is a standard signaling strategy). But consider the class of
strategies ss1*:
ss1*
1 2 3 4
f(T)

f(S, A)

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

I

II *

*

f(S, B) * * III IV
u(any member of ss1*, any member of ss1*) = 1-ϵ. Since ss1 is a member of ss1*, ss1 will
perform only as well against members of ss1* as it does against itself, and they will perform
just as well against themselves as they do against ss1. ss1 will thus not be able to drive them
out through selection.
Since, like ss1, all strategies will only have four cells in the receiver's strategy table which
determine the strategy's payoff against itself, every strategy will have at least 255 other
strategies which could not be driven out by selection were they to invade. So no strategy is an
ESS.
Definition: Let equivalence class (EClass) refer to a set of strategies, such as ss1*, in which
every member of the set does exactly as well as every other member of the set when paired
with any member of the set.
Lemma 2: Populations consisting of members of an EClass of non-signaling strategies can be
invaded by signaling strategies.
Proof:
Since a population consisting solely of members of an EClass will drift among all members
of the class it is sufficient to show that one member of the class is invasible to show that the
population is.
Consider first the case of an EClass where the average payoff is 0. Any signaling strategy can
invade, because it will receive a non-zero payoff when paired with itself.
EClasses where the average payoff is > 0 must consist of only one type of strategy (standard
or ambiguous), since when standard and ambiguous strategy are paired, they never receive
identical non-zero payoffs.
Consider an arbitrary standard non-signaling strategy, ns1. u(ns1, ns1) = p, where, because
ns1 is a non-signaling strategy, p < 1-ϵ. Let ss1 be a standard signaling strategy with the same
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sender's strategy as ns1. u(ss1, ns1) = (1-ϵ + p) / 2, which is greater than p. Furthermore,
u(ss1, ss1) = 1-ϵ, which is also greater than p. Because ss1's payoffs are higher, it can invade
ns1.
Consider an arbitrary ambiguous non-signaling strategy, an1. Either an1's signal combined
with Nature's signal will fully partition T (i.e. an1 sends one signal for {1,3} and one signal
for {2,4}) or an1's signal will provide no information not found in Nature's signal (like
Nature, it sends one signal for {1,2} and one for {3,4}). In the case that T is fully partitioned,
an1 will be invaded by an ambiguous signaling strategy for reasons analogous to those in the
previous paragraph. Consider, then, the case where an1 provides no information not provided
by nature. u(an1, an1) ≤ ½ . Take, for example, EClass an1*:
an1*
1 2 3 4
f(T)

f(S, A)

a

a

b

b

a

b

c

d

I

*

*

*

f(S, B) * III * *
There is a member of an1's equivalence class (call this an2) whose receiver's function is
identical to the receiver's function of an ambiguous signaling strategy (call this as1). At best,
u(an2, an2) = ½. But u(as1, as1) = 1, and as1would have an EV of 1 when playing sender
against an2. When playing receiver against an2, both players would have an EV in [0, ½].
Consequently, u(as1, an2) ≥ ½. In other words, as1 would be at least as good at responding to
an2 as an2 is to itself, but better at playing against itself than an2 is. Thus a population of an2
can be invaded by as1.
Since arbitrary EClasses of standard and both types of ambiguous non-signaling strategies
can be invaded by signaling strategies, all populations consisting of EClasses of nonsignaling strategies are invasible.
Lemma 3: Populations consisting of members of an EClass of standard signaling strategies
can be invaded by ambiguous signaling strategies.
Proof:
Let ss1 be any standard signaling strategy, with ss1* as its EClass. ss1* will have two
wildcards in the upper row of the receiver's function, and two in the lower row. For instance:
1 2 3 4
f(T)

a

c

b

d
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f(S, A)

a

b

c

d

I

*

II *

f(S, B) * III * IV
Choose one non-wildcard cell from each row of the receiver function of ss1*, making sure to
pick one member of {I,II} and one member of {III,IV}. For each cell you picked, fill in the
wildcard of the vertically adjacent cell with the complement of the other cell you picked. For
example, if you picked a cell with a I and a cell with a III, put a IV vertically adjacent to the I
and a II vertically adjacent to the III. Fill in the remain wildcards however you'd like. For
example:
ss2
1 2 3 4
f(T)

f(S, A)

a

c

b

d

a

b

c

d

I

II II ?

f(S, B) IV III ? IV
Call this new strategy, a member of ss1's equivalence class, ss2. The receiver's strategy in ss2
is identical to the receiver's strategy of an ambiguous signaling strategy. This must be the
case because the method you used to construct ss2 ensured that all four members of R are
uniquely identified by a function from Σ and only two members of S—the two heading the
columns of the cells you chose. Take those two members of S and place them on the f(T) row
of a strategy table under the Arabic counterparts of the Roman numerals found in their
column. Keep the receiver's strategy the same as in ss2. This strategy (call it as1) is an
ambiguous signaling strategy which shares a receiver's function with ss2. Continuing with
the same example, we have:
as1
1 2 3 4
f(T)

f(S, A)

a

b

b

a

a

b

c

d

I

II II ?
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f(S, B) IV III ? IV
Because both are signaling strategies and both share a receiver's function, ss2 and as1
coordinate perfectly with themselves and with each other. In all these interactions, however,
ss2 has an EV of 1-ϵ, but as1 has an EV of 119. ss2 is thus vulnerable to invasion by as1.
Since ss1* is a generic EClass of standard signaling strategies, all populations consisting of
members of an EClass of standard signalers can be invaded by ambiguous signalers.
Lemma 4: Populations consisting of equivalence classes of ambiguous signaling strategies
can only be invaded by other ambiguous signaling strategies.
Proof:
Ambiguous signaling strategies have an EV of 1 when playing against themselves. They
therefore have an EV of 1 when playing against other members of their EClass. 1 is the
highest possible EV, so ambiguous signaling strategies are best responses to every member of
their equivalence class. To invade, a mutant would need an EV of 1 against some member of
the EClass and an EV of 1 against itself. Only ambiguous signaling strategies ever attain an
EV of 1 against any strategy, so only ambiguous signaling strategies could invade a
population made up of members of an EClass of ambiguous signaling strategies
Lemma 5: Equilibrium population states consisting of multiple EClasses of signaling
strategies are susceptible to transition via invasion to equilibrium states where the population
consists of members of only one EClass.
Proof:
Consider a population consisting of any number of distinct EClasses of signaling strategies.
Call each EClass a subpopulation. Allow a single mutation to produce an additional member
of any one subpopulation. Prior to the mutation average fitness must be < 1-ϵ, or else the
population would already consist of only one EClass. After the mutation, members of the
mutant's subpopulation would have EV ≥ 1-ϵ against the mutant. Their fitness would
therefore increase post-mutation. Members of other subpopulations with EV < 1-ϵ against the
mutant would have lower fitness relative to the mutant's subpopulation, so they would be
driven out of the population. Members of other subpopulations could, however, have EV of ≥
1-ϵ against the mutant. If this means that not all non-mutant subpopulations are driven out,
repeat the process with a new mutant from any surviving subpopulation until only one
remains.
Conclusion:
The modified signaling game has no non-invasible equilibria, but we can characterize a set of
transition rules between equilibrium population states. Lemmas 1 and 5 indicate that we are
19 This is the point where all else is equal, so the cost of precision matters even if
vanishingly slight.
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concerned with transitions between equilibrium populations consisting of EClasses. Lemma
2 specifies a rule allowing transition from non-signaling to signaling equilibria. Lemma 3
specifies a rule allowing transition from standard signaling equilibria to ambiguous signaling
equilibria. Lemma 4 show that transitions from ambiguous to ambiguous are allowed, but
transitions from ambiguous to non-ambiguous are not. So although no particular ambiguous
signaling system is stable, one a population has fully adopted ambiguous strategies,
ambiguity itself is.
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